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Wedding ceremony is an unforgettable and special event for the groom as well as for bride. The
wedding should be made the most memorable day of their life and the most effective mean to do
this is to deliver groom wedding speeches. The groom wedding speeches are the most important
part of the wedding day and of course it has to be done in the right way or the wedding ceremony
could end up in a wrong tune. While delivering groom wedding speeches, thanks to many people
have to be expressed in a serialized manner and in appropriate order. First in the speech, the father
of the bride has to be thanked most wormthly and most formally. There are several ways in which
the brideâ€™s father may be thanked, that are given as under--

i>Thank the bride's father for proposing the toast -the main purpose is the wedding and in that
process the groom has to thank brideâ€™s father for giving a chance to the groom for a speech.

ii>Marriage is an event of enjoyment and this particular event could not have been occurred without
the kindness of brideâ€™s father as he has given permission to the groom to marry his loving daughter.
The friendship offered by the father of bride to the groom is of utmost importance because the
marriage could not be a successful one without this friendship.

iii>For the wedding ceremony to happen the most important part is the presence of the bride and it
is a ritual that the bride walks in the ceremonial stage with her father only. Due to this reason also,
the father of the bride is to be thanked as he brings her daughter to the ceremonial stage.

iv>If a ceremonial party has been organized for the newly married couple, then for this reason also
the brideâ€™s father should be specifically thanked in the speech.

Next, the guests attending the marriage ceremony are to be thanked because their kind presence
has made the ceremony successful and enjoyable. The guests should also be thanked for providing
their kind wishes and giving gifts. In his speech during the wedding ceremony, the groom will also
has to thank to bride because without her marrying the groom, the marriage could not be possible.
The bride may also be thanked because of her acceptance for the marriage proposal. Planning of
the couple for future, affair between groom and bride before marriage, present state of love between
them and many other related things may also form part of groom wedding speeches.

Briefly, the speeches delivered during the occasion of marriage should be short and also should
have a touch of humors so that it should not appear like a lecture. The speech to be delivered
during the marriage ceremony should consist of live discussions with audience as well as a few
humors about the married life, so that the audience should remain focused and interested. The
groom is the centre of focus on the day of marriage, he should continuously maintain good eye-
contact with all present at the occasion.
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Would you like to get useful tips on delivering a groom wedding speeches? Then go and visit a
http://www.groomweddingspeechesnow.com/ or simply check this page a
http://www.groomweddingspeechesnow.com/grooms-wedding-speech-what-to-say/.
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